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A B S T R A C T   

The Cu-doped mesoporous silica-based particles (Cu-BMS) were prepared using an evaporation-induced self- 
assembly sol-gel procedure as a heterogeneous catalyst for the activation of peroxydisulfate (PDS). The formation 
of well-organized mesoporous structures with amorphous nature and high surface area of 286 m2/g was 
demonstrated. The catalytic activity of Cu-BMS in the degradation of Methylene Blue (MB) and the effects of 
operating parameters, including Cu-BMS dosage, initial PDS amount, initial MB concentration, temperature and 
initial pH, were investigated in details. The Cu-BMS demonstrated a remarkable catalytic activity (93.5% 
degradation efficiency within 60 min) and good stability.   

1. Introduction 

Large volumes of organic pollutants have been released by the 
rapidly developing chemical sector, posing major risks to the environ-
ment and public health. The presence of dyes in industrial wastewater 
from the textile industry is a major concern in developing regions, 
mainly due to the presence of various persistent pollutants. The textile 
industry’s daily consumption of freshwater is a significant concern, 
given the vast range of over 100,000 possible colors worldwide. Meth-
ylene blue (MB) is a common color found in textile effluent, along with 
other dye compounds. This particular basic dye, based on thiazine, has 
the ability to cause long-term environmental damage by blocking sun-
light in water bodies, thereby affecting the aquatic ecosystem and its 
inhabitants. From a public health perspective, it should be noted that MB 
can cause ocular burns, which may lead to lasting injury. When ingested, 
this substance causes a feeling of intense heat, resulting in the expulsion 
of stomach contents through vomiting [1,2]. 

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have been widely demon-
strated as promising technologies for environmental remediation. AOPs 

can generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) to degrade organic con-
taminants into smaller molecules or water and carbon dioxide [3–6]. 
Traditional oxidants, such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), can be con-
verted into hydroxyl radicals (•OH, E0 = 1.89–2.72 V vs. NHE) by iron 
ions (Fe2+) and are used in AOPs. However, this system cannot be 
applied on a large scale because it produces a large amount of sludge and 
works only within a narrow pH range (2–3). In recent decades, extensive 
research has been conducted on the sulfate radical (SO•−

4 , E0 = 2.5–3.1 V 
vs. NHE)-based AOPs, which are viable alternatives [7,8]. In a wide pH 
range (3–9), persulfates, such as peroxymonosulfate (PMS, E0 = 1.4 V vs. 
NHE) and peroxydisulfate (PDS, E0 = 2.01 V vs. NHE), are stable solid 
oxidants with excellent AOP efficiency. PDS has longer O–O bonds than 
PMS, which makes it easier to activate and shows better oxidation ca-
pacity in the commercial oxidation process. Moreover, AOP based on 
PDS provide the benefits of low sludge output and gentle working con-
ditions. It has been previously stated that sulfate radicals can be 
generated via ultraviolet (UV) light, heat, ultrasound (US), and transi-
tion metals, according to Eqs. (1–3) [9–11]. 
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Among these, homogeneous systems with transition metal ions 
(Fe2+, Cu2+, Mn2+, Co2+, etc.) are regarded as the most effective. Recent 
studies have demonstrated that copper is better than other transition 
metals for catalyzing chemical reactions, particularly in the efficient 
activation of PDS [12] and PMS [13], using a wider range of methods 
[14]. Cu-based catalysts can activate both PMS and PDS to produce free 
radicals (like SO4•‾, •OH, and O2

•‾), singlet oxygen (1O2), and Cu(III) 
[15–17]. Nevertheless, homogeneous catalysts have the drawback of 
being difficult to recover and prone to causing secondary pollution 
throughout the wastewater treatment process [18]. Compared to ho-
mogeneous systems, heterogeneous catalysts such as metals, metal ox-
ides, and supported metal oxides have less environmental impact and 
are more recyclable [8]. 

In recent years, numerous research efforts have been made to in-
crease the generation rate of activated species and accelerate reaction 
kinetics to maximize the efficiency of organic compound degradation. In 
particular, catalysts based on Cu, which have the benefits of variable 
valence, abundant active sites, and high surface reactivity, have been 
the subject of intense research because of their potential to efficiently 
degrade organic pollutants [14,19]. Mesoporous silicas, such as SBA-15 
(Santa Barbara Amorphous-15, a mesoporous silica sieve), are 
frequently used as support matrices for heterogeneous Cu-based cata-
lysts owing to their large surface area, thermal stability, flexibility for 
chemical modification, and environmental friendliness [20–23]. Only a 
few studies have been conducted on the catalytic effectiveness of well- 
dispersed Cu species supported on mesoporous silica for AOP [24–27]. 
Mesoporous silica SBA-15 catalysts containing Cu nanoparticles have 
shown excellent catalytic activity for the reduction of different dyes 
[28]. 

The main aim of this study was to investigate the catalytic activation 
of PDS using Cu-doped mesoporous silica-based particles (Cu-BMS, SiO2- 
CaO-CuO-P2O5) for the degradation of MB, a typical organic dye in 
wastewater. Cu-BMS was prepared through the sol-gel method. The ef-
fects of the operating parameters, including Cu-BMS dosage, initial PDS 
amount, initial MB concentration, and initial pH, were investigated. 
Quenching tests were also conducted to determine the participation of 
the reactive radical species in the degradation process. Finally, the sta-
bility of the Cu-BMS was evaluated using 12 repetitive runs. To the best 
of our knowledge, this is the first investigation on the catalytic activity 
of Cu-doped mesoporous silica particles as a heterogeneous catalyst for 
PDS activation. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Preparation of Cu-BMS 

Cu-BMS, with a composition of 80% SiO2, 11% CaO, 4% CuO, and 
5% P2O5 (mol%), was prepared using an evaporation-induced self-as-
sembly (EISA) sol-gel procedure [29]. In a typical procedure, 0.875 mL 
of hydrochloric acid (HCl, 0.5 mol/L, Merck, Germany) was mixed with 
79.84 mL of ethanol (Mikrochem, Slovakia), and the resulting solution 
was mixed with 4.2 g of Pluronic® P-123 (Poly(ethylene glycol)-poly 
(propylene glycol)-poly(ethylene glycol), Mn = 5800, Merck, Ger-
many). In addition, 8.25 mL of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, ~98.0%, 
Merck, Germany), 0.78 mL of triethyl phosphate (TEP, ~99.8%, Merck, 
Germany), 1.2 g of calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (Ca(NO3)2.4H2O, 
~99%, VWR International GmbH, United States), and 0.248 g of copper 
(II) chloride (CuCl2, ~99%, Merck, Germany) were dissolved in the 
above solution. At 32 ◦C and 75% humidity, the prepared sol was cast 

into Petri dishes (100 mm × 20 mm) for the EISA process. The EISA 
process took place over approximately nine days. To obtain Cu-BMS 
particles, the final gel was calcined at 700 ◦C (2 ◦C/min) for 5 h. 

2.2. Characterization 

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-prepared Cu-BMS 
particles were recorded on an X-ray diffractometer (Empyrean, Malvern 
Panalytical, Almelo, Netherlands) using Cu-Kα (1.54184 Å) radiation at 
45 kV and 40 mA. The presence of a mesoporous structure was verified 
using the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) technique. The measure-
ment was conducted using an Anton Paar SAXSpace instrument, 
employing Cu-Kα (1.54184 Å) radiation at 40 kV and 50 mA, in line 
collimation mode. The sample and detector were separated by a distance 
of 307 mm, and the exposure time was 3 min. The sample surface was 
inspected by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) using Nexsa G2 
XPS Surface Analysis System (Thermo Scientific). The microstructure of 
the Cu-BMS particles was examined using a JSM-7600F scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM, Jeol, Japan). To prove the mesoporous structure 
of prepared particles and the presence of the mentioned elements in the 
structure, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy- 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) were carried out using a Talos 
F200X system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA); an accelerating voltage 
of 200 kV was applied for imaging. Optical emission spectrometry with 
inductively coupled plasma (ICP-OES, Agilent 5100 SVDV, USA) was 
used to analyze the chemical composition of the Cu-BMS particles. The 
sample for analysis was prepared by dissolving 25 mg of Cu-BMS in a 
solution containing 6 mL of 30% hydrochloric acid (30%, Merck), 2 mL 
of nitric acid (67–69%, Analytika Ltd.), and 0.5 mL of hydrofluoric acid 
(47%, VWRchemicals). After the complete dissolution of the sample, the 
resulting solution was analyzed using ICP-OES. To determine the 
possible leaching of Cu ions from the Cu-BMS particles into the aqueous 
solution, a leaching test was performed using the following procedure. 
The amount of Cu ions released into the solution during the reaction was 
analyzed using ICP-OES. After completing the degradation process, a 10 
mL sample of the solution was collected, and the catalyst was separated 
by centrifugation. Subsequently, two drops of concentrated nitric acid 
(68%) were introduced into the sample to reach pH < 2 and keep analyte 
in dissolved form prior the analysis. In the ICP-OES measurement, the 
carrier gas flow, wavelength, and radiofrequency power were 0.55 L/ 
min, 327.395 nm, and 1.2 kW, respectively. 

Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded using Fourier-transform infrared 
(FTIR) spectrometer IRAffinity-1S (scan speed:40 scans/min, resolu-
tion:4 cm− 1, SHIMADZU, Japan). The pore volume and Bru-
nauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area were determined using a 
Belsorp-mini II analyzer (Microtrac, Japan). A simultaneous thermal 
analyzer (STA 449F1, Netzsch, Germany) was used for thermal analyses 
(DTA and TGA) of the Cu-BMS particles. These analyses were performed 
at a standard heating rate of 10 K/min up to 1000 ◦C in air atmosphere. 

The EPR experiments at room temperature (295 K) with dispersed 
systems in deionized water under air atmosphere were carried out 
employing EPR spectrometer (Bruker, Germany) operating in X-band at 
100 kHz field modulation in the TM resonator (Bruker) with the small 
quartz flat cell (WG 808-Q, Wilmad-LabGlass, optical cell length 0.045 
cm). The spin trapping agent 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO, 
Sigma-Aldrich) was distilled before application and stored at − 18 ◦C. 
The 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidone (TMPO, Sigma-Aldrich) was 
used as supplied. The 50 μL DMPO (0.212 M stock solution in deionized 
water) was added to the reaction suspension containing 100 μL of Cu- 
BMS suspension (1.0 g/L) and 100 μL of PDS solution (4 g/L), i.e. 
similar concentrations as in experiments of Cu-BMS catalytic activity 
assessment. The reaction mixture was transferred into quartz flat cell 
and the EPR spectra were recorded in situ. The EPR spectra acquisition 
started 3 or 11 min after mixing. For comparison, the experiment at the 
same conditions was conducted without the Cu-BMS catalyst; the 50 μL 
DMPO (0.212 M stock solution in deionized water) was added into the 
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mixture of 100 μL of PDS solution (4 g/L) diluted with 100 μL of 
deionized water. The relative concentration of paramagnetic species was 
evaluated from the double-integrated EPR spectra. The experimental 
EPR spectra were analyzed using WinEPR software (Bruker) and the 
calculations of spin Hamiltonian parameters and relative concentrations 
of individual spin adducts were performed with the EasySpin toolbox 
working on MatLab® platform [30]. 

2.3. Catalytic activity assessment 

The catalytic activity of Cu-BMS for PDS activation was evaluated 
based on the degradation of MB. The degradation process was carried 
out in a 250 mL Pyrex beaker under magnetic stirring at 25 ◦C. Ac-
cording to commonly used methodology [31,32], a specific quantity of 
sodium persulfate (Na2S2O8, 99%, Merck, Germany) was added to 100 
mL of MB solution (100 mg/L). The catalytic degradation process was 
initiated by adding a defined amount (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 g) of 
Cu-BMS. To follow the MB degradation kinetics, 3 mL of the reaction 
solution was collected at regular intervals (every 10 min) during the 
degradation process, and the catalyst was separated by centrifugation. 
The concentration of MB in the solution was determined spectrophoto-
metrically using a UV–Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Cary 5000, Agilent, 
United States). The effects of the operating parameters, including the 
Cu-BMS dosage, initial amount of PDS, initial MB concentration, initial 
pH, and radical species scavengers, on the degradation efficiency (DE%) 
were studied. DE% of the MB was determined using the Eq. (4) [33]: 

DE% =

(

1 −
At

A0

)

× 100 (4)  

where A0 and At are the initial absorbance and absorbance at a partic-
ular time in the process (t, min), respectively. The stability of the Cu- 
BMS catalyst was investigated by collecting, washing (with iso-
propanol and deionized water), and drying (overnight at 100 ◦C) the 
catalyst after each degradation step. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Cu-BMS characterization 

The transformation temperatures and mass losses of the Cu-BMS 
sample prior to calcination at 700 ◦C for 5 h were determined by DTA- 
TGA analysis. Fig. 1a shows the DTA-TGA thermograms of the Cu-BMS 
prepared with the Pluronic® P-123 surfactant. Because the sol-gel 
EISA process was carried out under high-humidity conditions and a 
surfactant was present, additional weight loss was expected. During 
heating to 1000 ◦C, three exothermic peaks were observed in the DTA 
curve at approximately 66–104, 127–201, and 250–470 ◦C. The first two 
peaks, which appeared below 201 ◦C, were linked to the release of 
adsorbed water molecules from the surface, resulting in a weight loss of 
11%. A weight loss of up to 55% was measured between 250 and 470 ◦C, 
which can be attributed to the decomposition of the remaining nitrate 
and burning of the residual surfactant. Burning of the surfactant may 
release a significant amount of CO2 and H2O, resulting in a broad 

Fig. 1. (a) DTA-TGA thermograms, (b, c) SEM images, and (d) particle size distribution histogram of Cu-BMS particles prior to calcination at 700 ◦C for 5 h.  
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exothermic peak [34,35]. Based on the DTA-TGA analysis, 700 ◦C was 
selected for calcination to obtain mesoporous Cu-BMS particles. 

According to the SEM images (Fig. 1b, c) of the as-prepared Cu-BMS 
particles, the final particles exhibited a polygonal shape, with smaller 
particles adhering to larger particles. From the SEM images using 
ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, MD, USA) and applying the 
Gaussian distribution function, the average particle size was estimated 
to be 58 ± 19 μm (Fig. 1d). 

The XRD pattern obtained from the as-prepared Cu-BMS particles 
(Fig. 2a) reveals the amorphous nature of the Cu-BMS particles, which is 
documented by the amorphous halo that appears from 15◦ to 36◦ 2θ, 
which is typical for amorphous systems, such as silicate glasses [36]. 
Furthermore, the presence of hints of peaks at specific 2θ values, namely 
32.5◦, 35.5◦, 38.8◦, and 48.8◦, which correspond to the crystalline 
planes of (110), (002), (111), and (202) respectively, provides evidence 
for the creation of CuO (JCPDS-01–089-5899) [37] within the structure 
of BMS. The low intensity of the CuO peaks in XRD trace could be 
attributed to the low loading and highly dispersed nature of the copper 
species within the mesoporous silica structure, which might result in low 
crystallinity or small crystal sizes. It is also reasonable to expect, that 
copper ions can be bounded to non-bonding oxygens within the amor-
phous structure/framework of the BMS. Additionally, the small-angle X- 
ray diffraction analysis was performed, and the result is illustrated in 

Fig. 2a (inset). A distinct diffraction peak at 1.2◦ is evident, corre-
sponding to the reflections of the 100 plane. Two minor peaks at 1.75◦

and 2.03◦ were also observed, and identified as the reflection of the 110 
and 200 planes [38]. The reflections confirmed the presence of a mes-
oporous structure, which closely match the findings of the TEM 
examination. 

To gain a better understanding of the characteristics of the copper 
species in Cu-MBS, XPS analysis was conducted. According to the XPS 
survey results (Fig. S1, Supplementary Material), O, Si, P, Ca, and Cu 
elements were detected. The presence of the C peak in the XPS survey is 
due to impurities that were absorbed during storage and analysis. The 
peak fit of Cu 2p core level XPS spectrum is shown in Fig. 2b. The peaks 
located at 936.8 and 955.9 eV can be attributed to the Cu(II) state, 
whereas the peaks positioned at the binding energy values of 934.4 and 
953.3 eV are assigned to the Cu(I) state. The satellite peaks, as usually 
observed for copper, at around 944 and 963 eV can be attributed to the 
shake-up phenomenon, which arises as a consequence of the unoccupied 
3d orbital of Cu(II) [39]. It is worth noting that the presence of Cu(I) in 
the Cu-BMS benefits the PDS activation process [40]. 

The FTIR spectrum of Cu-BMS (Fig. 2c) revealed that all organic 
compounds used in the preparation were removed after heat treatment 
at 700 ◦C for 5 h. The bands around 450 and 800 cm− 1 can be assigned to 
Si-O-Si symmetric vibrations, and the band located at 1060 cm− 1 can be 

Fig. 2. (a) XRD pattern (the inset represents the Small-angle XRD pattern), (b) Cu 2p high-resolution XPS spectra, and (c) FT-IR spectrum of Cu-BMS particles.  
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ascribed to the Si-O-Si anti-symmetric stretching mode. Moreover, this 
spectrum exhibited a very low-intensity peak at approximately 540 
cm− 1, which was assigned to the vibrations of P–O in calcium phos-
phates [41,42]. 

The chemical composition of the Cu-BMS particles was determined 
using ICP-OES (after sample decomposition) and EDX analyses. Based on 
ICP-OES analysis of the Cu-BMS sample, Table 1 lists its composition and 
standard deviation. Silica-based compounds dissolve in hydrofluoric 
acid (HF) by breaking strong Si–O bonds and forming hexafluorosilicic 
acid (H2[SiF6]), which exists in its dissociated form (SiF6

2− ) in water. 
Owing to the high SiO2 content (80 mol%) of Cu-BMS, the partial for-
mation of volatile silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4) cannot be excluded, which 
could result in Si loss during decomposition. Therefore, this method 
cannot provide complete recovery for silicon analysis, and the values for 
SiO2 present in Cu-BMS were estimated by normalizing it to 100%. 
Although the presence of Cu was confirmed by ICP-OES analysis, the 
actual composition of the prepared sample differed from the nominal 
composition, especially in terms of the amount of phosphorus, which 
was significantly lower than expected. This discrepancy can be attrib-
uted to the different hydrolysis rates of the two precursors (TEP and 
TEOS) under acidic pH conditions during preparation. Specifically, the 
rapid hydrolysis of TEOS and condensation of SiO2 particles, compared 
to TEP, prevents the incorporation of PO4 structural units into the 
amorphous SiO2 structural network, thus leading to a reduced level of 
P2O5 in the Cu-BMS system [43]. The remaining P2O5 may act as a 
network former and form bonds with silica and calcium [44]. Addi-
tionally, EDX analysis confirmed the high purity of the synthesized Cu- 
BMS particles by detecting Si, Ca, P, O, and Cu in their structures 
without the presence of other unwanted elements (Table 1). 

TEM images of the specimen confirmed the existence of a well- 
ordered, cylindrical-like mesoporous structure (Fig. 3a). Mesoporous 
structures are formed as a result of the regular packing (self-assembly) of 
micelles and homogenous distribution of organic–inorganic species 
[45]. The study employed an optimized amount of surfactant to achieve 
homogenization of inorganic-organic pairs. This approach ensures that 
the formation of ordered mesopores is not interrupted by any additional 
surfactant species. Moreover, the EISA method was utilized to condense 
inorganic species, and control of temperature and humidity led to an 
organized mesoporous structure within the Cu-BMS particles [46]. 

N2 adsorption–desorption analysis was performed to investigate the 
pore structure and BET surface area. The Cu-BMS exhibited a type-IV 
curve with an H1 hysteresis loop according to the IUPAC classification 
[47], as shown in Fig. 3b. The H1 hysteresis loop confirms the formation 
of narrow distribution of uniform cylindrical mesoporous structures 
which is open at both ends [48]. Based on the multipoint BET method, 
the Cu-BMS particles have a large specific surface area (as,BET) of 286.94 
m2/g. This mesoporous structure was further confirmed using the 
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda method [49], which determined an average 
pore size of 5.54 nm. The total pore volume and monolayer adsorption 
amount (Vm) of the Cu-BMS were 0.3976 cm3/g and 65.926 cm3(STP)/g, 

respectively. 

3.2. Catalytic activity of Cu-BMS catalyst 

A comparison of the degradation of MB by different systems, 
including Cu-BMS/PDS, Cu2+/PDS, Cu-BMS (adsorption), and PDS, is 
shown in Fig. 4a. The insignificant DE% (<13%) within 60 min indicates 
that inactivated PDS alone cannot result in high degradation of MB, 
which is in accordance with previous reports [50–52]. Additionally, the 
DE% of the Cu2+/PDS system showed that homogeneous Cu2+ ions were 
not powerful enough to activate the PDS. As a source of Cu2+ ions, we 
used 20 mg/L of copper(II) sulfate (CuSO4, Merck, Germany), because in 
this comparison our catalyst dosage was 0.5 g/L and contains 4 mol% of 
Cu2+ in the Cu-BMS catalyst (according to the ICP-OES analysis). The 
data in Fig. 4a show that 25.5% (within 60 min) of the MB was adsorbed 
onto the surface of the Cu-BMS particles. The high surface adsorption 
indicates that the Cu-BMS catalysts have a high specific surface area, 
which in turn indicates a high number of reaction sites. Therefore, BMS 
is an excellent support for loading Cu2+ ions. Regarding the degradation 
of MB, the adsorption of Cu-BMS did not reach the required DE% level. 
In contrast, the Cu-BMS/PDS system increased the DE% of MB to 93.5% 
within 60 min. The Fig. S2 displays the UV–Vis spectra of MB degra-
dation at various times during the degradation process. The absorbance 
peak of MB was observed in the range of 500–700 nm, representing the 
heteropoly aromatic linkage (involving chromophore and auxochrome 
(-CH3)) [53], with its maximum at λ = 664nm, that absorbance was 
monitored during the MB degradation process. In addition, the catalytic 
efficacy of Cu-BMS with varying amount of copper (1%, 2%, and 4%) 
was examined, and the findings are illustrated in Fig. S3. The increase in 
the copper content in the BMS structure resulted in an increase in the DE 
%. 

To determine the reaction rate constant (k) of MB degradation, 
pseudo-first order kinetics was applied (Eq. (5)), and a linear fit was 
performed between ln(A0/At) and time, where A0 and At are the initial 
and time-related MB absorption, respectively [54]. 

lnA0/At
= kt (5) 

The data pertaining to the pre-equilibrium stage (up to 40 min) are 
described by Eq. (5). Linear plots representing these data are shown in 
Fig. 4b. From the figure, it can be observed that the rate constant kCu- 

BMS/PDS (0.0641 min− 1) is approximately 8 times greater than kCu-BMS 

(0.0077 min− 1), almost 17 times greater than K2+
Cu /PDS (0.0036 min− 1), 

and almost 20 times greater than kPDS (0.0031 min− 1). The higher rate 
constant of Cu-BMS/PDS compared to that of the other systems indicates 
its potential as a more effective catalyst for the degradation of MB. The 
results indicate that the Cu-BMS catalyst can activate PDS and accelerate 
the degradation of MB. Furthermore, it was observed that the Cu-BMS 
catalyst exhibited a higher level of reactivity in terms of the degrada-
tion rate constant during the activation of PDS compared to some of the 
catalysts reported in the literature (Table 2). 

3.3. Effect of the operating parameters on DE% 

3.3.1. Cu-BMS catalyst dosage 
Owing to economic considerations, it is important to use an appro-

priate dosage of the catalyst in the degradation reactions [55]. An 
investigation of the effect of Cu-BMS dosage on the DE% of MB is shown 
in Fig. 5a. The DE% of MB increased steadily as the Cu-BMS catalyst 
dosage was increased until it reached 93.5% at 0.5 g/L catalysts. A 
higher catalyst dosage enhances PDS activation sites, resulting in 
increased SO•−

4 generation and higher DE% [56]. However, increasing 
the Cu-BMS dosage from 0.5 to 1.0 g/L did not have a significant effect 
on DE% (97.3% within 60 min). This could possibly be explained by the 
fact that the adsorption of persulfate (2 g/L) for activation reached 
equilibrium when the Cu-BMS dosage was at 0.5 g/L [57]. 

Table 1 
ICP-OES and EDX-TEM data of Cu-BMS particles.  

ICP-OES  

SiO2 CaO P2O5 CuO 

Nominal composition (Wt%) 74.50 9.56 11 4.93 
Actual composition (ICP-OES) 

(Wt%) 
77.6 ± 
0.6 

11.2 ± 
0.5 

1.5 ± 
0.6 

5.3 ± 
0.2  

EDX-TEM 
Element Wt% At.% 
Cu 5.80 1.93 
O 49.66 65.79 
Si 38.11 28.76 
P 0.72 0.49 
Ca 5.68 3.00  
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3.3.2. PDS dosage 
In Fig. 5b, the catalytic activity of the Cu-BMS catalyst was investi-

gated at different concentrations of PDS (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 g/L) 
in the presence of a fixed quantity of catalyst (0.5 g/L) and MB (100 mg/ 
L). By increasing the PDS dosage from 0.5 to 3.0 g/L, the DE% increased 
from 63.5% to 95.6% within 60 min. At high PDS dosages, high con-
centrations of active radicals facilitated the oxidation of contaminant 
molecules (Fig. S4). Nonetheless, DE% decreased significantly with a 
further increase in the PDS dosage (4.0 g/L). In the presence of high 
dosages of PDS, SO•−

4 can react with PDS to form less active radicals, as 
shown in Eq. (6) and the chain-termination reaction between SO4

•−

radicals (Eq. (7)) may hinder the oxidation of MB [58,59]. 

SO•−
4 + S2O2−

8 →S2O•−
8 + SO2−

4 (6)  

SO•−
4 + SO•−

4 →S2O2−
8 (7)  

3.3.3. Initial pH 
It is well known that the DE% of organic contaminants can be 

significantly affected by adjusting the solution’s initial pH. We investi-
gated the DE% of MB at five different pH levels (2.5, 4.5, 6.5, 8.5, and 
10.5), and the results are summarized in Fig. 5c. Solutions of NaOH (0.1 

mol/L) and H2SO4 (0.1 mol/L) were used to adjust the initial pH of the 
pollutant solution. As shown in Fig. 5c, the acidic environment 
improved the DE% of MB, whereas the alkaline environment had a 
negative impact. The higher DE% under acidic conditions was due to the 
generation of more SO•−

4 radicals, according to the reactions given in 
Eqs. (8–11) [56,60]. Furthermore, at high pH levels, high concentrations 
of OH‾ can scavenge SO•−

4 (Eq. (12)) [61]. 

S2O2−
8 +H+→HS2O−

8 (8)  

HS2O−
8 →SO•−

4 +SO2−
4 +H+ (9)  

SO•−
4 +H2O→SO2−

4 +OH• +H+ (10)  

SO2−
4 +OH• +H+→SO•−

4 +H2O (11)  

SO•−
4 +OH − →SO2−

4 +OH• (12)  

3.3.4. Initial MB concentration 
The degradation of MB at different initial concentrations (50, 100, 

200, and 400 mg/L) was also investigated in the presence of a fixed 
quantity of catalyst (0.5 g/L) and PDS (2.0 g/L) at pH 6.5. By increasing 

Fig. 3. (a) TEM images at different magnification and (b) Nitrogen adsorption isotherm of the Cu-BMS particles.  
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Fig. 4. (a) DE% of MB; and (b) the pseudo-first-order kinetic rate plot for different systems (Parameters: [Cu-BMS] = 0.5 g/L, [PDS] = 2.0 g/L, [MB] = 100 mg/L and 
pH = 6.5 (original pH of MB)). 
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the initial concentration of MB from 50 to 400 mg/L within 60 min, the 
DE% decreased from almost 100% to 44.6% (Fig. 5d). A constant 
number of active radicals were generated under specific operating 
conditions, such as the catalyst dosage, PDS dosage, and reaction time. 

Hence, insufficient active radicals would be present in the presence of a 
high concentration of MB molecules, resulting in a low DE%. Further-
more, when MB is present at high concentrations, the active sites of the 
catalyst can be clogged with MB molecules, which can reduce the 
effectiveness of the catalyst in degrading MB molecules [62]. 

3.3.5. Reaction temperature 
The influence of different temperatures (25, 45, and 65 ◦C) on the 

Cu-BMS/PDS system is shown in Fig. 6a. The degradation of MB 
exhibited a consistent upward trend as the temperature increased. For 
example, the decomposition of MB increased from 61% to 97% after 10 
min of reaction time as the temperature rose from 25 ◦C to 65 ◦C. This 
demonstrates that PDS was also activated by heat producing reactive 
sulfate radical species active in MB degradation process [63]. 

3.3.6. Stability 
Catalyst stability and reusability play major roles in the cost- 

effectiveness of heterogeneous water treatment. Therefore, twelve 
consecutive MB degradation tests were performed on the Cu-BMS 
catalyst, and the results are shown in Fig. 6b. In the first cycle, 93.5% 
of MB was degraded within 60 min. During the fourth, eighth, and 
twelfth cycles, the MB DE% decreased to 84.3%, 75.7%, and 70.4%, 

Table 2 
Degradation efficiency of organic molecules during activation of persulfate with 
different catalysts.  

Catalyst Conditions DE (%) - 
Time (min) 

Ref. 

Mesoporous 
silica spheres 

[MB] = 50 mg/L, [PDS] = 3.7 mM, 
[Catalyst] = 1 g/L, pH = 5 

90% - 60 [59] 

Fe–Co-SBA [Orange II] = 70 mg/L, [PDS] = 20 
mM, [Catalyst] = 1 g/L, pH = 3–7 

>80% - 120 [73] 

α-MnO2/ 
Palygorskite 

[RhB] = 20 mg/L, [PMS] = 0.9 mM, 
[Catalyst] = 0.1 g/L, pH < 5.5 

~100% - 
300 

[74] 

CuO/Fe2O3/ 
CuFe2O4 

[Levofloxacin] = 10 mg/L, [PDS] =
7 mM, [Catalyst] = 0.5 g/L, pH =
6.4 

75.5% - 120 [75] 

Cu/ZSM5 [RhB] = 50 mg/L, [PMS] = 5 mM, 
[Catalyst] = 1 g/L, pH = 7 

99% - 60 [76] 

Cu-BMS [MB] = 100 mg/L, [PDS] = 10 mM, 
[Catalyst] = 0.5 g/L, pH = 6.5 

93% - 60 This 
study  

Fig. 5. Effect of (a) Cu-BMS catalyst dosage, (b) PDS dosage, (c) initial pH, and (d) initial MB concentration on DE% in the Cu-BMS/PDS system (Parameters: [Cu- 
BMS] = 0.5 g/L, [PDS] = 2.0 g/L, [MB] = 100 mg/L, and pH = 6.5). 
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respectively. The Cu-BMS catalyst maintained an acceptable DE% (70%) 
even after the twelfth cycle of degradation tests, indicating its durability 
and reusability. Additionally, structural stability of Cu-BMS catalyst was 
examined by XRD (Fig. S5) and FESEM (Fig. S6) analysis after twelve 
times use. The comparable morphology and XRD pattern observed in the 
utilized catalyst and the pristine Cu-BMS provides evidence for the 
structural integrity and stability of the Cu-BMS catalyst after several 
time usage. This indicates that the Cu-BMS synthesized in this study 
exhibits a notable level of structural stability and satisfactory reusability 
when employed in the degradation of organic contaminants within the 
Cu-BMS/PDS system. 

The concentration of Cu leaching (0.5 g/L Cu-BMS in 100 mL solu-
tion with a pH of 6.5) was measured by ICP-OES. The results showed that 
the Cu concentrations in the above-mentioned tests were 0.105 mg/L 
(first run), 0.088 mg/L (fourth run), 0.026 mg/L (eighth run), and 0.017 
mg/L (twelfth run). The World Health Organization (WHO) and the 
European Water Quality Directive recommend a Cu concentration below 
2.0 mg/L in drinking water. Therefore, the concentration of Cu leached 
from the catalyst was lower than the standard Cu concentration [64]. 

3.4. Investigation of the reactive radical species 

The EPR spin trapping technique was applied to confirm the for-
mation of reactive radical species as their paramagnetic intermediates 
with spin trapping agents. DMPO (5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide), as 
in many studies often applied, was used as a spin trapping agent of the 
SO•−

4 and HO• radicals, and TMPO was used to detect the singlet oxygen 
species 1O2. In the system Cu-BMS/PDS/DMPO formation of two spin- 
adducts was identified (Fig. S7), the •DMPO-OH (spin Hamiltonian pa-
rameters: aN = 1.504 mT, aH

β = 1.459 mT; g = 2.0057, crel = 52%) and 
the signal of the •DMPO-SO4

− adduct (spin Hamiltonian parameters: aN 
= 1.370 mT, aH

β = 1.007 mT, aH
γ1 = 0.142 mT, aH

γ2 = 0.076 mT; g =
2.0057, crel = 48%). The EPR signal of the •DMPO-SO4

− adduct was 
weaker than that of •DMPO-OH, and the intensity of •DMPO-OH signal 
increased with time. This is because the capture efficiency of DMPO is 
higher for HO• radicals than for SO•−

4 [65], and additionally, •DMPO- 
SO4

− adduct can undergo rapid nucleophilic substitution to form hy-
droxyl radical adduct •DMPO-OH which is monitored [66]. Also, sulfate 
radicals can transfer into hydroxyl radicals at neutral pH, according to 
Eq. (10). The same species (•DMPO-SO4

− crel = 44%, •DMPO-OH crel =

56%), however in lower concentration, were observed also in reaction 

Fig. 6. (a) Effect of temperature on DE% in the Cu-BMS/PDS system; (b) MB degradation of Cu-BMS/PDS system in the first, fourth, eighth, and twelfth cycles; and 
(c) effect of reactive radical species scavengers on the DE% (Parameters: [Cu-BMS] = 0.5 g/L, [PDS] = 2.0 g/L, [MB] = 100 mg/L and pH = 6.5). 
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system PDS/DMPO without the presence of the catalyst. As recently 
reported by L. Wang et al. [67] in their detailed study, this is due to the 
direct oxidation of the DMPO agent under highly oxidizing conditions; 
PDS dosage and reaction time play an important role. Their study 
showed, that at zero reaction time no radical signal was detected, but 
even after 2 or 5 min the signal of •DMPO-OH adduct was clearly 
observed in sufficiently high intensity especially at higher concentration 
of DMPO (over 50 mmol/L) in the PDS/DMPO system. Therefore, the 
selecting the proper spin traps and especially performing careful control 
tests are necessary in the study of catalytic oxidation mechanism under 
highly oxidizing conditions like in the case of PDS. The higher signal 
intensity of the species in the system Cu-BMS/PDS/DMPO, however 
points to the generation of the SO•−

4 and HO• radicals by the Cu-BMS 
catalyst. The generation of singlet oxygen 1O2 was examined by 
applying sterically hindered amine 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidone 
(TMPO). However only weak EPR signal of stable nitroxide 4-oxo- 
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (TEMPO) with characteristic 
three-line spectrum (data not shown) was observed in both reaction 
systems (Cu-BMS/PDS/TMPO/air and PDS/TMPO/air) which indicates 
only limited formation of the 1O2 under given experimental conditions. 

To identify the contributions of different reactive radicals in the Cu- 
BMS/PDS system, we performed active radical quenching studies. 
MeOH and tert-butanol (TBA) were used to quench the active radicals 
(Fig. 6c). MeOH was selected as a scavenger for SO•−

4 (k = 1.6–7.7 × 107 

1/M.s) and HO• (k = 1.2–2.8 × 109 1/M.s) radicals. Additionally, TBA is 
a selective scavenger only for HO• (k = 3.8–7.6 × 108 1/M.s) [7,52,68]. 
The use of MeOH (0.5 mol/L) as a scavenger for both SO•−

4 and HO•

radicals led to a significant decrease in DE% (from 93.5% to 55.9%), 
indicating a significant contribution of these radicals to the MB degra-
dation reactions. In contrast, TBA (0.5 mol/L), which selectively scav-
enges only HO• radicals, led to a lower decrease in DE% (from 93.5% to 
77.3%), indicating a relatively smaller contribution of HO• radicals to 
the reactions. These results suggest that SO•−

4 radicals may play a larger 
role in the degradation of MB in the Cu-BMS/PDS system. 

3.5. MB degradation mechanism 

The schematic representation of the mechanism and reaction 
pathway in the PDS system is provided in Fig. 7, and it is based on the 
literature experimental data gained from MB degradation [69–72]. The 
first stage of MB degradation involves the reaction with HO• and SO•−

4 
radicals, leading to the conversion of C=N–C and C–S+=C bonds into 
C–NH–C and C–SH(=O)2–C. This process results in the opening of the 
core aromatic ring that contains both nitrogen and sulfur heteroatoms. 
As depicted in Fig. 7, the reaction generates intermediate compounds 
through the destruction of benzene rings. Finally, uncomplicated, 
minimally harmful organic acids (like oxalic acid and acetic acid) or 
mineralized inorganic compounds (like water, carbon dioxide, nitrate, 

Fig. 7. Proposed mechanism for the decomposition of MB in a solution of the activated persulfate.  
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sulfate, and sulfite) are generated. 

4. Conclusion 

The EISA sol-gel procedure was used to synthesize mesoporous Cu- 
BMS (SiO2-CaO-CuO-P2O5) particles containing 4 mol% CuO. High 
surface areas and regular mesopores were observed in the prepared Cu- 
BMS, which improved its catalytic activity. Cu-BMS was used to activate 
PDS as a heterogeneous catalyst for the oxidation of MB dye. A com-
parison between the Cu-BMS/PDS, Cu2+/PDS, Cu-BMS (adsorption), 
and PDS systems showed that Cu-BMS catalysts are capable of activating 
PDS with high catalytic capabilities, resulting in a higher degradation 
efficiency (93.5% within 60 min) and a faster degradation rate (0.0641 
min− 1) than Cu2+/PDS. The DE% was affected by the Cu-BMS dosage, 
PDS amount, pH level, and MB concentration in the Cu-BMS/PDS sys-
tem. Cu-BMS was still able to effectively degrade 70.4% in 60 min of MB 
after twelve cycles. In reactive radical quenching tests, SO•−

4 , and •OH 
were found to participate in the catalytic degradation of MB, while the 
most responsible radical was SO•−

4 . Based on the findings of this study, 
mesoporous silica particles are potentially useful support materials for 
wastewater treatment. 
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